Infection of mouse blastocysts with SV40 DNA: normal development of the infected embryos and persistence of SV40-specific DNA sequences in the adult animals.
In SV40-transformed culture cells, viral-specific sequences have been found to be covalently linked to host sequences (Sambrook et al. 1968). The most appealing interpretation to explain the presence of SV40-specific sequences in adult mice following infection at the preimplantation stage would be to assume that the viral DNA was integrated at this early stage of development into the host genome and was thus conserved during further development. However, our results do not exclude an extrachromosomal existence of the SV40 genome, for example, as an independently replicating plasmid or as a lytic infection in a few permissive cells. So far our attempts to demonstrate autonomous SV40 DNA replication in early mouse embryos have been unsuccessful. We plan to investigate whether the SV40-specific information can be genetically transmitted from the infected mice to their offspring; chromosomal integration would be proven if transmission of SV40 DNA occurred in accordance with simple Mendelian expectations. The injection of mouse blastocysts with purified SV40 DNA did not detectably interfere with normal development of the embryos to healthy adult mice, which were still tumor-free at one year of age. This was not due to the trivial possibility that the viral DNA did not successfully infect and was eliminated from the injected embryos, as virus-specific DNA sequences were detected in 40% of the infected year-old animals, or in about 25% of DNA preparations extracted from some of their tissues (Table 1). It is nevertheless possible that the animals may not have been old enough to exhibit tumorigenesis of SV40 origin; to test this possibility, the experiment will have to be repeated for longer survival periods. The absence of any obvious signs of expression of viral genetic functions, i.e., tumor formation, up to one year of age of the host is reminiscent of the "cryptic transformants" described earlier (Smith et al. 1972) which harbor SV40 information but behave essentially like normal untransformed cells. Whether transcription or translation of the virus gene can occur in infected mice is presently an open question. Testing for expression of an integrated viral genome in diverse differentiated tissues may provide a useful model system to study the regulation of differentiation. These matters are currently being investigated.